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To all rhom it may concern: 
IBe it known that I, ALV Ali C. Roebuck, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Woodstock, in the county of McHenry and 
State of Illinois, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Type-Writers, 
of which the following is a specification. 
This invention relates to a typewriting 

machine and more particularly to that por 
tion known as a tabulator. 
The principal object of the invention is to 

provicle a new and improved form of mech 
anism of this class which is simple in con 
struction and effective and efficient in oper 
ation. Among the objects to be accomplished are 
the provision of means to release the escape 
ment mechanism when the typewriter is op 
erated to provide a combined tabulator and margin stop; to provide improved means 
for preventing the rebound of the carriage; 
to provide a construction by means of which 
the tabulator stops may be easily locked in 
position; and to provide a yielding connec 
tion whereby the tabulator stop will be 
pressed into engaging position if the stop 
proper should engage the tip of one of the 
stops to prevent it temporarily from being, 
forced into the engaging position. 

For the attainment of these ends and the 
accomplishment of other new and useful 
ojects, the invention consists in the con 
striction, comination and arrangement of 
the several parts generally shown in the ac 
companying drawings and described in the specification, but more particularly pointed 
out in the appended claims. In the drawings: Figure 1 is a rear ele 
vation of a tabulator mechanisin constructed 
in accordance with the principles of my in 
vention as applied to a typewriter, part of 
the typewriter being omitted for clearness. 
IFig. 2 is a side elevation of the tabulator key 
lever. Fig. 3 is a plan view of the tabulator 
mechanisin. Fig. 4 is a perspective view of 
one of the tallator stops. Fig. 5 is a per 
spective view of stop levers. Fig. 6 is 
persective view of the spring holder and 
limiting tenber not inted on one end of the 
tabulator lar. Fig. is a detail view of a 
portion of a taiulator mechanism with the iovable margin stop engaging the fixed 
margin stol. Fig. S is a detail sectional 
view taken on the line N-S of Fig. 3, Fig. 
: ) is a retail sectional view taken in the 
line '). : ; ; lig. ... ant! Fig. 10 is a detail 

gal view taken on the line 10-10 of 
l. 3. in this invention the tabulator action is 

produced by drawing the ordinary pawls of 
the escapement mechanism from engage 
ment with the escapement feed wheel where by the typewriter carriage may move freely 
from right to left, in the direction of the or 
dinary feed until an adjustable tabulator 
stop nuounted on the tabulator bar engages 
with the movable tabulator stop which is op 
erated by the tabulator key. In this embodiment of the invention a car 
riage frame 5 is mounted for transverse 
movement in a typewriter frame designated 
generally by the reference numeral 6. At 
the extremities of the carriage 5 are end 
plates 7 to which is connected a fixed rod 8 
and a pivotally mounted tabulator bar 9. 
Mounted upon this tabulator bar (consid 
ered from the front of the machine) is a 
left hand margin stop 10 and a right hand 
margin stop 11. The tabulator bar is 
formed with teeth 12 on opposite sides of 
the bar and on top with characters indicat ing the position of the teeth with respect to 
the ends of the carriage, or to the printing 
point. The margin stops 10 and 11 are pro 
vided with a pivoted spring-pressed engag 
ing lever 13 by means of which their po 
sition may be readily adjusted and fixed 
with respect to the tabulator bar. Also 
mounted and adjustable on the tabulator bar 
11 are a number of tabulator stops 14, one 
of which is clearly shown in Fig. 4. These 
stops consist of members with a slot 15 and 
are adapted to be inserted over the bar with 
the slot engaging the teeth thereof. The 
upper end of the stop is provided with a 
perforation 16 by means of which it may 
be easily grasped and removed from the 
tallator bar. formed with a projection 17 which, when 
the tabulator bar is in position, engages be 
neath the rod S which extends between the 
carriage ends 7 and prevents the removal or 
displacement of this tabulator stop with re 
spect to the tabulator bar. To position or 
remove the stops the tabulator bar is rotated 
to the inclined position shown in dotted 
lines by Fig. 9, whereupon the stop 14 will 
just clear the rod 8 and permit the free 
movement thereof with respect to the tabu 
lator bar. 

In order to hold the tabulator bar in proper position a stop member 18 is posi 
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tioned upon the bar by means of a slot 19, 
and this member is formed with two lateral 
projections both adapted to engage the rod 
8, as shown more clearly in Fig. 10, one of 
the stops 20 engaging the rod to limit the 
rotation of the tabulator lar in one direc 
tion, as shown in dotted lines by Fig. 10, 
and the other projection 21 being adapted 
to normally engage the rod 8 to limit the 
in ovement of the tabulator bar in the other 
direction. The tabulator bar is held in this 
latter position by means of a spring 22, one 
end of which is attached to a hook 23 of the 
member 18 and the other end to a fixed men 
ber 24 secured to the carriage frame. 

Pivotally mounted on the end members 7 
are arms 25 and 26, the latter of which is 
provided with an engageable arm 27 pro 
jecting above the end plate 7. These arms 
support a carriage rack 28 and the rack is 
held in position by means of a spring 29 
attached to one of the arms 26 and to a fixed 
point 30 of the carriage frame. The down 
Ward movement of the carriage rack is ad 
justable and is limited by means of an ad 
justing screw 31 inserted through one of 
the arms 26 and bearing upon the tabular 
bar 9 with a locknut 32 for holding it in 
any adjusted position. An escapement pin 
ion 33 is mounted in the frame and meshes 
with the carriage rack 28. Secured to or 
formed integral with the escapement pinion 
is an escapement whee! 34. 

A tabulator key lever 35 is pivotally 
lounted in the fraine of the machine with 
the forward end preferably at the side of 
the character keys of the typewriter. A le 
ver 36 is pivotally mounted on the rear 
frame of the machine, and connecting this 
lever and the key lever 35 is a link 37. 
Montect on a pivot in 3S at the rear of 
the machine and extending toward the lever 
36 is a movable tabulater stop 39 having an 
up-turned tabular stop proper 40. ('onnect 
ed to or formed integral with the tabulator 
stop and inclined fron the free extreinity 
toward the tabulator stop proper is a re 
bound check 41, the end of which is slightly 
less in height than the tabulator stop 40 
and is spaced from it slightiy more than the 
thickness of the tabulator stops 14 which 
are mounted on the tabulator bar. Extend 
ing laterally from the pivoted tabulator stop 
39 is an arm 42. Resting upon this arm is 
a member 43 freely mounted on the pivot 
pin 38 with its free end extending adjacent 
the free end of the tabulator stop 39, and 
being provided at its free end with a slot 
44. This member 43 is fore (I with an arin 
45 extending beneath the airn 2 of the 
tallator stop 39, and a spring 46 is dis 
posed between the arius 4:2 and 45 tending 
to press then apart, or, in other words, 
tending to hold the member 3 in contact 
with the airin 42. At the end of the lever 
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86 is a pin 47 which is adapted to enter the 
slot 44 of the nember 43 whereby this mem 
ber may be raised, and at the same time 
calising the tabulator stop 39 to be raised 
thirough the spring 46 so that the tabulator 
stop, proper 10 will be noved into the path 
9f the tabulater stops 14 on the tabulator 

Projecting laterally from the arm 
35 of the member 43 is a pin 49 for control 
ling the escapement pawl. Also mounted 
in the pivot pin 38 is an arm 66 having a 
stop proper 67 disposed in close proximity 
to the stop proper 40 of the tabulator stop 
39. This arm (56 is provided with a notch 
65 in its upper surface, and mounted on the 
frame of the machine is a plate 69 with a 
Projecting portion 70 which is adapted to 
engage in the notch 68 and hold the arm 66 
in fixed position with respect to the tabula 
tor lar against upward movement. The stop 
proper 67 is normally in position to engage 
projecting member 71 on the margin stop 
10 (See Fig. 7). The end of the titlalator 
stop 39 may also be beveled at 7:2 as a con 
tintiation of the rebound stop, if desired. 
At one end of the tabulator bar 9, (see 

Fig. 1) it is formed with a recess 9 into 
which an adjustable pivot screw it extends, 
and seated in the recess is a spring 7 with 
a ball 7 between the outer end of the spring 
and abutting the end of the pivot screw it 
to prevent the spring from resisting the 
turning movement of the taluator ar. 
should the spring catch in the bott of the 
recess ). 
To coil trol the escapement nechanism a 

inelliter 50 is disposed below the escape 
Inent wheel 34 and mt) inted upon this men 
ber is a pawl 51 having a tooth 52 adapted 
to engage the escale ment wheel. leing pro 
vited with a slot 5.5 t ermit the iongitu 
(litial movement of the pawl. the slot 52 and 
opening 5-4 adjacent the tooth to permit 
both the longitudinal movement of the paw 
and a movement toward and from the 
escapement wheel. 'ins 55 at 56 are se 
't red to the melnber 50 and project through 
the openings 53 and 54, respectively, to per 
mit the longitudinal movement of the pawl 
with respect to both pins and a pivotal 
movement of the pawl toward and from the 
escapement wheel about the pin 55 as an 
axis. A single spring 57 is attached to a 
projection 5S of the pawl and to the men 
ber 50 which tends to press the tooth up 
wardly in engagement with the wheel 34, 
and also to move the pawl in the direction 
of the spring in the openings. This pawl 
is also formed with an arm 59 adjacent 
the forward end, and prijecting through a 
slot (50 in the inemier 5() is a pin 31 mont 
ed on one ai'i of a lever 32, which is also 
ivoted in the mentier 50, the in being 

a lated to engage the ari 59 of the pawl, 
and by the movement of the lever 62 to 
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Juove the pawl downwardly or out of en 
gagement with the escapement wheel 34. 
The other arm 63 of the lever 62 is adapted 
to be engaged by the pin 49 of the member 
43 of the tabulator mechanism, and a spring. 
64 attached wet one end to the member 50 
and at the other end to an arin 65 of the 
lever 62 tends to press this lever so that the 
pin 61 will not interfere with the ordinary 
action of the paw 51. 

In operation it is necessary only to depress 
the forward end of the tabulator key 35 
whereupon the link 37 will draw the end of 
the lever 36 downwardly, causing the other 
end of the lever to nove upwardly, carrying 
with it the member 43 by reason of the pin 
and slot connection there with. This upward 
movement of the free end of the member 
-3 causes a resilient upward movement of 
the tabulator stop lever 39 and the upward 
movement of the member 43 moves the pin 
49 upwardly in accordance there with. This 
pin 49 engages the lever 62, causing the pin 
61 thereof to move downwardly in the shot 
60 engaging the projection 59 of the pawl 51 
and moving the tooth 52 of the pawl out of 
engagement with the escapement wheel 34. 
This perinits the spring or motor of the 
typewriter to draw the typewriter carriage 
across the frame until one of the tabulator 
stops 14 engages with the movable tabula 
tor stop 40, whereupon the tabulator key is 
released, the escapement wheel is engaged 
by the pawl and the tabulator stop is moved 
out of engaging position with respect to the 
stops on the tabulator bar and the ordi 
nary feeding operation of the machine may 
be resumed. If it happens that the top of 
the tabulator stop proper 40 should engage 
the end of one of the tabulator stops 14 whe 
the tabulator key is operated the spring 46 
will be slightly compressed and the escape 
wheel will be released as before so that as 
soon as the carriage and the tabulator bar 
is moved the tabulator stop proper 40 will 
lbe forced into position to engage the next 
tabulator stop on the tabulator bar, the 
added compression of the spring aiding to 
effect this movement more readily. 
The function of the stop 40 is to engage 

the stop members 14. When the stop leyer 
39 is raised into position through the action 
of lever 43 and spring 46, the inclined stop 
41 is the first element to engage one of the 
stops 14. The engagement with stop 14 on 
the inclined stop 41 presses lever 39 down 
ward until stop 14 reaches the slot between 
the stops 40 and 41, where it drops into po 
sition and prevents the carriage from either 

30 

Gi 

rebounding or going forward in the direc 
tion of travel upon which it started when 
the escape was released. - 
The object of the spring 7 at the end of 

the tabulator bar 9 is to form a cushion to 
prevent the heavy impact or sudden stop 

ping of the carriage due to the action of 
the stop 40, and it is this resilience or cush 
ioning which makes necessary the use of the 
inclined stop 41. The tendency of the spring 
with the possibility that the escape wheel 
would be engaged at a point one or more 
letter spaces back of the point where it was . 
intended to stop, namely, the point wherein 
the stop 14 would be in direct engagement 
with the stop 40 on the lever 39. 
What I clain is: 
1. In a tabulator for typewriters, a lever, 

pivoted on one side of the typewriter, and 
an arm pivoted on the other side thereof 
having a tabulator stop proper disposed be 
tween the pivots of the arm and the said 
lever and the arm being loosely connected 
with the adjacent end of the lever. 

2. In a typewriter machine, a tabulator 
comprising a lever pivoted at one side there 
of, an arm pivoted at the opposite side and 
extending toward the lever, and a yielding 
connection between the arm and the lever 
whereby the upward movement of the inner 
end of the lever tends to move the said arm 
resiliently upward. 

3. In a typewriter, tabulator mechanism 
comprising a lever, a pivoted arm having a 
tabulator stop proper disposed between the 
pivots of the arm and said lever, a member 
pivoted adjacent the pivot of the arm and 
loosely connected at its free end to the adja 
cent end of the lever, and a resilient connec 
tion between the said member and the arm 
which carries the tabulator stop proper. 

4. In a typewriter, tabulator mechanism 
comprising a lever pivotally mounted at one 
side thereof, an arm carrying a tabulator 
stop proper pivotally mounted at the other 
side with he stop proper disposed between 
the pivot points of the arm and lever, a 
member pivotally mounted on the same side 
as the said arn, a pin and slot connection 
between the unenber and one end of the 
lever, and a spring between the arm and 
member wherely the arm is raised resiliently 
when the neitber is raised. 

5. In a typewriter, tabli?lator mechanisian 
comprising a lever not inted at one side of 
the inachine. I ain' mounted at the other 
side thereof carrying a tabulator stop 
proper and formed with a lateral projection, 
a neuber pivotally mounted at the sanne 
side of the nachine as the arm adapted to 
rest on the lateral projection of the arm and 
having a depending portionéxtending below 
the lateral uujection; a loosé connection le 
tween the free end of the member and the 
lever, and a spring disposed between the 
projection of said member and the lateral 
projection of said aria tending to press thein 
vieldingly apart thereby holding the men 
ber vieldingly against the lateral projection 
of the arm. - 
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6. In a typewriter, tabulator mechanism 
comprising a lever mounted at one side of 
the center of the machine, an arm pivotally 
mounted at the other side of the center of the machine carrying a stop proper disposed 
substantially at the center of the machine, a 
member pivotally mounted at the same side 
of the center as the arm and having a loose 
connection with one extremity of the lever, 

0 

s 

25 
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whereby the arm is resiliently raised when 

35 

and resilient means connecting the arm and 
the member whereby the movement of the 
lever produces a yielding movement of the 
arm in one direction and a positive move 
ment in the other direction. - 

7. In a typewriter, tabulator mechanism 
comprising a lever pivotally mounted at one 
side of the machine. a pivotally mounted key 
lever, a link connecting the key lever and 
the other lever, an arm pivotally mounted on 
the side of the machine opposite the first 
named lever with a tabulator stop proper 
disposed between the pivot points of the 
arm and lever, a member pivotally mounted 
on the same axis of the arm and resting on 
the arm, a pin and slot connection between 
the member and the first named lever, the 
member being provided with a depending 
portion, and a spring disposed between the 
depending portion of the member and the 
arm tending to hold the member on the arid 

the free end of the member is raised by the 
operation of the lever. - . . . 

8. In a typewriter, tabulator nechanism comprising an arm pivotally mounted at one 
side of the center of the machine with a 
tabulator stop proper disposed at the center 

40. 

thereof, a member pivotally mounted on the 
same side of the machine as the arm and Sup 
ported by the arm, yielding means tending 
to hold the member on the arm, and means to 
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oscillate the free end of the member to force the arm yieldingly in an upward direction 
and positively, in a downward direction. 

9. In a typewriter, tabulator mechanism 
comprising a tabulator bar mounted on the 
typewriter carriage, adjustable tabulator 
stops mounted on the bar, margin stops on 
the bar, an arm pivotally mounted at one 
side of the machine with the tabulator stop 
proper extending upwardly near the center, 
an operating lever, and means forming a 
connection between the arm and the lever 
for resiliently raising the arm when the ad 
jacent extremity of the lever is raised and 
for positively depressing the arm when the 
adjacent end of the lever is depressed, the 
tabulator stop proper being adapted to en 
gage one of the adjustable tabulator stops 
when raised by the lever. 

10. In a typewriter, tabulator mechanism 
comprising a tabulator bar, tabulator stops 
adjustably mounted on the bar, margin stops 
on the ends of the tallator bar, an arm 
mounted at one side of the center of the mil 
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cline having a tabulator stop proper sub 
stantially at the center, another arm with a 
stop portion in... proximity to the tabulator 
stop proper, one of said stops in its normal 
position being'adapted to engage one of the 
margin stops but not the tabulator stops, an 
operating lever mounted at the other side of 
the center of the machine, and means form 
ing a connection between the operating lever 
and the other one of said arms to move it 
resiliently in an upward direction to engage 
the tabulator stops and positively in a down 
ward position therefrom. 

11. In tabulator mechanism, a tabulator 
bar with toothed sides, supports in which the bar is pivoted on a longitudinal axis, a 
rod mounted in said supports parallel to the 
bar, and tabulator stops adjustable on the 
bar with a projection to engage beneath the 
rod to hold them in position on the bar. 

12. In tabulator mechanism, the com 
bination with a tabulating bar rotatable 
about a longitudinal axis, a rod parallel 
to said bar, and tabulator stops adjustable 
on the bar and provided with a lateral pro 
jection to engage beneath the rod to hold 
them in position, the said projection being 
adapted to clear the rod when the bar is ro 
tated, whereby they may be placed on or re 
moved from the bar. 

13. In typewriter tabulator mechanism, a 
tabulator stop consisting of a slotted mem 
ber with an outside lateral extension from 
One of the extremities, and a fixed bar below 
which the said lateral extension engages to 
hold the tabulator stop in position. c 

14. In tabulating mechanism a tabulator 
bar rotatable about its longitudinal axis, a 
rod parallel there with, a tabulator stop ad 
justable on the bar having a slot with a pro 
jection from one of the extremities which 
forms the slot to engage beneath the rod. 
for preventing removal of the stop and hav 
ing a finger-hold portion above the tabula 
tor bar by means of which the bar is rotated 
to free the projection from the rod '... re 
moving. the stop from the bal. 

15. In tabulator mechanisin, the con 
bination with a tabulator bar rotatable 
about a longitudinal axis, of stops adjust 
able on the bar, a rod parallel to the bar, 
projections from the stops adapted to en 
gage below the rod when the stops are in 
position on the bar, and removalle from the 
bar only when the bar is rotated about its 
axis so that the, projections clear the rod, a 
member monted on the bar with projec 
tions to limit the movement of the bar about 
its axis, and a spring tending to draw the 
member in engagement with the rod where 
by the stops on the bar will be locked in po 
sition. 

16. In tabulator mechanism, the combina 
tion with adjustable tabulator stops, of a 
pivotally mounted arm carrying a tabulator 
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stop proper at its free end and with an in 
ciined portion in front of the tabulator stop, 
the extremity of which is spaced for the 
stop proper, and means to press the arm and 
the stop profer resiliently into engaging 
position for the adjustaile stops. 

17. In tabulating mechanisin. the com 
bination with a tabulator lear. of tabulator 
stops adjustably mounted on the bar, means 
to lock the stops releasabiy in position on 
the bar, a pivotally mounted arm having a 
stop proper movable to engage the stops on 
the bar, an inclined projection on the said 
arm, the highest part of which terminates 
a slight distance in front of the stop proper, 
and means to press the arm resiliently up 
ward to place the stop proper in engaging 
osition whereby the tabulator stops on the 
E. will ride on the projection and engage 
in the space between it and the stop proper 
to prevent rebound. 

18. In a typewriter, tabulator mechanism 
comprising a tallator bar, tabulator stops 
adjustable on the bar, a margin stop 
Inounted adjustably on the bar. an arm piv 
otally mounted on the frame of the machine 
with the stop proper adjacent the free end, 
a projection on the margin stop to engage 
the stop proper on the ar, another arm 
with a tabulator stop proper and a projec 
tion at the side of the arm inclined upward 
from the end toward the stop proper and 
terminating at a distance therefroin substan 

the width of the tabulator 
stops and out of the path of the margin stop 

(it in the path of the taillator stops, and 
inea is to press the second ari resiliently 

Ward to la ('' the stop protei' in the ath 
of the tabulator stops where y the inclined 
projection will prevent the rebound of the 
carriage. 

9. In type Writer tallator lechanisi, a 
pivoted airii) having a tallator stop and ul 
integral retarling portion in advance of 
the stop incline toward tie stop it spaced 
therefrou adjacent the stop. 

20. In tabulator nechanisin, a carriage 
with end sports, a tailator lar pivotaly 
Inouited at its ei) is in said sports, a rod 

s 

mounted in said supports parallel to the bar, 
and tabulator -tups adjustable on the tabu 
lator bar with a projection to engage be 
neath the rod to hold then in position on 
the bar when it is rotated in a predeter 
mined position. 

21. In typewriter taitulator mechanism, a 
tabulato' bar, stops adjustable on the bar, 
a movable spring-pressed arm having a 
tabilator stop roler to engage the adjust 
able stol on the tabulator bar, and with an 
inclined integral portion on the arm in ad 
vance of the stop proper thereon and space? 
slightly therefroii to engage and retard the 
tabulator stol and jar and to engage the 
stop on the tailiator bar in the said space 
when the said arm is raised in position to 
engage the stop on the tabulator bar. 

22. In taliator mechanism the combina 
tion with a tallator lar rotatable about if 
longitudinal axis, of stops adjustable on the 
ar, a l'oil parallel to the bar, projections 
from the stops adapted to engage below the 
rol and renovable from the bar only, when 
it is rotated upon its axis so that the pro 
jections clear the rod, neans in connection 
with the lar to imit its movement about its 
own axis, and resilient means tending to 
draw the lar into position whereby the stops 
on the bar will be locked in position. 

23. In tabulator mechanism, a carriage 
witi end supports. pivots projecting in 
warly the refrom, a tabulator bar with re 
('essel ends freely mounted on said pivot, 
a siring it the recess at one end of the bar, 
: in a ball interposed between the spring 
all the pivot to provide an abutment for 
the end of the spring whereby the rotation 
of the bar about its pivot is not resisted by 
the spirig. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 
Iname to this specification, in the presence 
of two siscribing witnesses, on this 22nd 
day of January, A. I). 1914. 

AIVAH. C. ROEBUCK. 
Witnesses: 

N. W. LEATING, 
J. F. Sw Ali'i'STEIT. 
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